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Forensic Genealogy

• Case examples
• Legal issues



SOLVING CASES



Forensic Genealogy:
What is it?





The Analysis Process

?



Grim Sleeper
• First case to be solved by forensic 

genealogy
• From 1985 to 1988, and 2002 to 

2007, there were numerous 
unsolved murders of young black 
women in the Los Angeles area
• He was originally dubbed ”The 

Southside Slayer,” which was 
then changed to “The Grim 
Sleeper,” due to the 14-year 
hiatus between murders

• It’s suspected that he remained 
active, but the victims’ bodies 
were never found



Grim Sleeper
• Police exhausted every lead
• DNA from saliva from one of the 

victims produced a male profile, but 
searches of the state and federal 
databases yielded no matches

• Investigators modified their search to 
DNA profiles that were similar but not 
identical to that of the unknown profile

• The database had a hit to Christopher 
Franklin, but it was not an exact 
match
• Scientists noted that Christopher’s 

DNA profile was very similar to 
that of the Grim Sleeper, but in a 
very particular way



Understanding genetic 
inheritance
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Children always 
get half of their 
DNA from their 
mother and half 

from their father 

But not always 
the same half!

I still have half 
of my mom’s 

DNA and half 
of my dad’s 

DNA!

So do I!
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MOTHER CHILD’S 
REMAINS FATHER

EXAMPLE #1:
2 PARENTS
• A child is murdered 

and the remains 
are found several 
days later; they 
may be:
• Decomposed 

beyond 
recognition

• Burned beyond 
recognition

• An incomplete 
set of remains, 
like an arm or 
leg

• DNA samples from 
the parents are 
provided



MOTHER CHILD’S 
REMAINS

EXAMPLE #2:  ONE PARENT
• A child is murdered and the 

remains are found several days 
later; they may be:
• Decomposed beyond 

recognition
• Burned beyond recognition
• An incomplete set of remains, 

like an arm or leg
• DNA samples from only one 

parent are provided



SISTER
MOTHER

BROTHER #1
ALLEGED 
FATHER

BROTHER #2
ALLEGED 
FATHER

CHILD

CASE #3:  INCEST
• A woman claims that she was 

attending a holiday family 
gathering and became intoxicated

• She awakens the next day in a 
bed, still clothed, with no memory

• She believes that she was 
sexually assaulted but no one in 
the family will believe her

• Two months later, she learns that 
she’s pregnant

• A DNA sample is taken from her 
two brothers

When every person is born, the 
DNA that they inherit becomes 
theirs.  Half will be passed on a 
child – but that doesn’t mean that 
25% came from each grandparent.

Friendly neighborhood lab rat
(Rattus forensicus)



1 naira
100 kobo

When every person is born, the 
DNA that they inherit becomes 
theirs.  Half will be passed on a 
child – but that doesn’t mean that 
25% came from each grandparent.

Friendly neighborhood lab rat
(Rattus forensicus)



Grim Sleeper
• Christopher Franklin was born in 

August of 1981 and would have 
been 4 years old at the time of the 
first murder

• Therefore, it couldn’t be him, nor 
any of his sons – which left his 
father

• A DNA sample was surreptitiously 
obtained from a piece of discarded 
pizza crust
• The DNA was an exact match



Grim Sleeper
• The father, Lonnie Franklin, Jr., could have been caught in 2004, when he 

was on parole for a felony conviction; however, parole officers were not 
equipped nor trained in collecting DNA samples from parolees

Ayellah G. Marshall
Missing:  01 Feb 2005

Age:  18
Suspect of her murder

Rolenia Morris
Missing:  10 Sep 2005

Age:  31
Presumed of her murder

Janecia Lavette Peters
Body found:  01 Jan 2007

Age:  25
Convicted of her murder



The Golden State Killer

2018

• In 2018, “The Golden 
State Killer” was 
apprehended, decades 
after murdering his last 
victim



The Golden State Killer



The Golden State Killer
• In 1980, Dr. Peter Speth was an 

Assistant Medical Examiner who 
examined the body of Charlene 
Smith

• It is common practice for medical 
examiners to collect vaginal 
samples in the event of sexual 
assault, so that the crime lab could 
identify and analyze semen
• That practice was observed in 

this case
• But it was also Dr. Speth’s

practice to collect a second kit, 
which remained in the bottom of 
a freezer for almost 40 years…



The Golden State Killer

2018
Right family –
but wrong member!

Friendly neighborhood lab rat
(Rattus forensicus)



Inheritance of Nuclear and 
Mitochondrial DNA

Nuclear DNA + 
mitochondrial DNA

Nuclear DNA 
(includes Y-STR)



Inheritance of Nuclear vs. 
Mitochondrial DNA

1 2 1 2



Inheritance of Nuclear vs. 
Mitochondrial DNA

1 21 2 1 2



Inheritance of Nuclear vs. 
Mitochondrial DNA



Inheritance of Nuclear vs. 
Mitochondrial DNA



Inheritance of Nuclear vs. 
Mitochondrial DNA

• Correct maternal ancestor
• Correct paternal ancestor
• Projected birth year -> age today

• Factor in other siblings, age of 
mother, social information

• Records from Department of 
Motor Vehicles, schools, 
churches

• Correct geographical data, at the 
correct dates/times



Mitochondrial DNA reveals
Man’s migration across the Earth



• Health editor Kristine Solomon took 
a DNA test that revealed:
• She’s sensitive to caffeine
• She needed vitamin D – her 

blood levels were so low, she 
needed a prescription-strength 
supplement

• She metabolizes carbohydrates 
slower than other people – so 
she cut them out of her diet, 
which led to immediate weight 
loss

• Her muscles are better suited 
to high-intensity activities 
instead of endurance – so she 
changed her workout

Family ties:
Ancestry



• Doreen Isherwood and Anne Hall 
are UK citizens that took a DNA test 
which revealed that there was Native 
American blood in their ancestry

• Native Americans went to the UK as 
early as the 1500s

Family ties:
Ancestry



• Reverend Jay Spieghts
of Rockville, MD, took 
a DNA test to find out 
more about his 
ancestry

• The results indicate 
that he’s a descendent 
of Beninese royalty

• At a chance meeting of 
a Vodun priest from 
Benin, he mentioned 
his finding; one of the 
men replied, “I know 
your King.  Here is his 
number.”

Family ties:
Royalty





• Matt Heninger always knew that he 
was adopted

• Records were closed and after 53 
years, he had given up any hope

• Joyce Burgener loved genealogy and 
helping others find long-lost relatives
• Ancestry.com notified her of a 

possible first cousin
• Intrigued by her passion and 

possibilities, she reached out to 
him

• She discovered that he was the 
baby that her mother gave up for 
adoption when she was 12

Family ties:
Long lost relatives



• Tracy Melton was born in Los 
Angeles and never knew her 
father, believing that he had died

• She moved to Spokane, WA, as a 
teen

• She took a DNA test and was 
notified of a “parent or child”

Family ties:
Long lost relatives

• Reynaldo Delgado was a firefighter 
in Los Angeles
• When he retired, he and his 

family moved to Washington –
only 12 miles from Tracy

• Tracy learned of seven half-
siblings that she never knew that 
she had, and they learned of one



• Neil Schwartzman knew that he 
was adopted and used 
23andMe to find his biological 
relatives

• 23andMe linked him to Jolie 
Pearl as possible siblings

• Ms. Pearl was never aware that 
she had a brother who was put 
up for adoption, because she 
wasn’t born yet

• Ms. Pearl confronted her 
mother, who admitted to putting 
her first baby up for adoption

Family ties:
Unraveling adoptions



• Walter McFarlane took a DNA test 
and learned more than he 
bargained for:
• Alan Robinson, his best friend 

of 60 years, was actually his 
half brother

• Both were born in Honolulu, in 
the mid-40s (after Pearl Harbor)

• He was raised by his 
grandparents and knew little 
about his mother – and then 
learned that she was his “sister”

Family ties:
Lifelong friends share a secret



• Paul McGrath is a reporter for the 
Houston Chronicle

• The man he thought was his 
father was not, but he passed 
away in the 90s

• His mother lived in an assisted 
living facility and was not 
communicative

• AncestryDNA told him that 
Domingo Malaquias was his half-
brother

• Records showed that McGrath’s 
mother and Malaquias’s father 
had a relationship before she 
married

Family ties:
Affairs revealed



• Dr. Bryce Cleary donated sperm 
as a first-year medical student in 
the 1990s

• He has learned that his sperm 
was used to conceive at least 21 
children

Family ties:
Sperm donation



• Andy Torrey was an only child who 
wished that he had a brother or a sister

• After taking an at-home DNA test, he 
learned that he has 30 half-siblings, all 
conceived from the same sperm donor

Family ties:
Sperm donation



Family ties:
Sperm donation



When Your Mother is Your Aunt
• Lydia Fairchild applied for governmental 

assistance to help her raise her two 
children, while pregnant with a third

• To qualify, she had to take a DNA test in 
order to show that she was the mother
• DNA results indicated that she was 

not the mother, but more likely the 
aunt

• Fairchild insisted that she gave birth to 
the first two children and that she was 
not trying to defraud the government

• A government representative witnessed 
the birth of the third and collected a 
DNA sample, which also showed that 
Fairchild was not the mother, but the 
aunt



Chimeras
• In Greek mythology, the Chimera 

was a monster with the body of a 
lion, a tail of a snake, the wings of a 
dragon, and two additional heads (a 
goat and a dragon)

• There are also human chimeras, 
where fraternal twins have fused into 
a single person

• Lydia Fairchild was a chimera, and 
the ovaries in her body had the DNA 
of her unborn fraternal twin sister



LEGAL ISSUES



Legal issues
• What’s legal:
• Searching databases, because donors have opted 

in to have their DNA searched
• What’s not legal:
• Pretending that an evidentiary sample is a 

reference sample, as the DNA donor’s privacy 
rights have not been secured

• Violation of Terms of Service



Privacy

• Privacy issues / Terms and Conditions
• READ.  THE.  FINE.  PRINT.

Translation:  We can sell your 
data.  Or your sample.  Or both.

Friendly neighborhood lab rat
(Rattus forensicus)



About anonymity…
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*WHEW!*

Friendly neighborhood lab rat
(Rattus forensicus)


